Dreamlands Adventures

Setting Up The Game

This is a card game for two players, loosely based
on H. P. Lovecraft’s stories that take place in the
world of the Dreamlands.

Sort out the cards by type and form six decks,
face down, at the side of the table. The cards in
the game are:

As its name suggests, this is a place some people
visit in their dreams, and sometimes they can influence and control it just like any other dream,
but it is actually a place that really exists in some
other plane or dimension.

- 40 Friend
- 30 Plot
- 30 Essence
- 30 Entity
- 30 Location
- 40 Boon (20 Items, 20 Deeds)

The two players share this world in their sleep,
they probably even know each other here (though
they might very well be strangers in the waking
world), but they are not enemies. Both of them
knows many famous people who live in this fantastic land: if only they could convince them to
come along to face extraordinary adventures, it
would mean a lot of fame to the players themselves. And fame can go a long way here: the King
of Celephais is looking for his successor, and all
you need is to prove your worth to follow him
on the throne. The player who solves the more
Adventures with the most success will win this
extraordinary honor, and with that, the game.

There are also 3 Player Aid cards - you are going
to have to use one for the game with the side that
says “Nightmare”. Place it somewhere in the play
area as well.
Shuffle the decks separately. The game is now
ready to start.

Stories and Adventures

During the game, the players are going to have
several Adventures. The Story of an Adventure is
composed of four cards: one Plot, one Essence,
Apart from the cards, the players are going to
one Entity and one Location card. These are also
need a standard 6 sided die, and about 30 tokens
known as Story Cards.
(the game uses only one type of tokens, but possibly you may need quite a lot of that).
A Player’s Story is these four cards. You can read
their title together to get the title of the Story. If
an effect allows you to change one element - ie,
The Dreaming
the Plot - of your Story, then you simply replace
the Plot card in your Story to something else. The
How much can you control your dreams? If your Story is not an act of doing something, it’s just
will is strong enough to influence things for the these four cards.
better, you may experience exciting, but not too
dangerous adventures; however, if you’re just An example for a Story would be composed of
drifting along with the events, your dream may these four cards:
very easily turn into a nightmare.
“The Betrayal of the - Corrupted - Illusionists - at
the Village of Ti’penth”
This ability is represented in the game in the
form of Dream tokens. Generally, if you want An Adventure is the process of taking part in this
events in the Dreamlands to turn out in your fa- Story. It is happening in the round’s Adventure
vor, you have to use (discard back into the bank) phase. If an effect says “during an Adventure”, it
a Dream token. On cards, this token is represent- means “during the Adventure phase.”
ed by a small purplish spiral icon.
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Friends
The players will encounter the inhabitants of the
Dreamlands - as well as other Dreamers from
our world, and they can assemble a company of
Friends that have a good chance of solving whatever trouble you get yoursleves into.
A Friend has 3 Ability values, printed on the left
of their cards, from top to bottom: Body (red, 1),
Mind (green, 2) and Spirit (blue, 3). These will
be tested in Trials during the Adventures.
Underneath the Abilities, in a purple ball (4), is
the Focus Value of the character.
All Friends have a Profession and a Home (5),
printed at the top of their textbox (6). For example, if a Friend is a “Scholar from Hlanith”,
then his profession is Scholar and his Home is
Hlanith.
Some Friends even worth a Victory Point at the
end of the game, if they are still with you at that
point. This is shown by the gold star in the bottom right corner on a blue field. (7)

The way it works is this: a player has a Focus limit of 15. Each Friend has a Focus value printed
on his card. During Preparations, the sum of the
Focus values of your Friends can’t be higher than
your Focus limit, otherwise you have to discard
one or more of your Friends from play immediately until the sum of your Friends’ Focus values
is within your Focus limit again.

You, the player are not represented in the game.
Just take it for granted that all throughout the
adventures you’re doing your best, and without
your efforts, none of this would be possible.

It counts only during Preparations because this
is generally when you can get new Friends. You
Focus
may have new Friends join you during other
times in a Round through various card effects,
There is a limit to how many Friends you can but you don’t have to discard down to your limit
have in your company. In your dream, it takes until your next Preparations phase.
a special effort to keep others around you, you
need to concentrate on them, otherwise - just as Also, at the end of the round you have to check
it’s usual in dreams - they’re there one minute, your Focus limit again.
and in the next scene, you find that they’re gone
as if they’ve never been with you.
Something to look out for: during a Nightmare,
at the end of the round, you have to discard
In the game, a player’s Focus limit serves for the Friends down to a Focus limit of 7.
purpose to show how many people he can keep
in his dream at the same time. However, some
people are easier to focus on than others: those
who are more important, who have greater power in the Dreamlands are harder to continuously
keep beside you than smaller characters.
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Boons: Items and Deeds

A Game Round

In the deck of Boons, there are two types of cards:
Items (blueish text background) and Deeds (reddish text background). Deeds can be played from
your hand anytime during the round, though
some of them specifies the exact timing the given
card can be used. You can only play Items
during the Preparations phase.

There are 4 rounds in the game. Each round,
both players are trying to solve one of their own
adventures. Depending on the outcome, they
collect Story cards in their Victory Point pile.
There are these four phases in one round:
1. Preparations
2. On The Road
3. Adventure
4. End of Round

When you play an Item, you attach it to a Friend.
Simply place the Item behind the Friend’s card
in partial cover. You can only give a Friend an
Item that corresponds to the Friend’s Profession.
One Friend can have only one Item.

After the end of the 4th Round, there is a special Victory phase to count both players’ Victory
Points. The player with the most points is the
winner of the game.

If an Item gives a Friend a keyword he already
has (ie. Scout), he is still considered as having
that keyword only once.

1. Preparations

Deeds are instant events. You have to key the
playing of a Deed to a specific Friend with the
Profession that is printed on the Deed card. This
is referred to as if that Friend has played the given Deed. You can’t play a Deed if you don’t have
a Friend with that Profession in your company.

Determine the First Player who will act first during this round. This is the player with the least
Dream tokens; in case of a tie, roll the die and the
highest roller becomes the First Player.
The next thing to do during Preparations is to
reveal the top 4 cards of the Friends deck and
place them in a line on the table. This will help
the players in the next step, when both of them
reveal a new Story for themselves seperately.

There is no limit to the number of playable Deeds.
You can have any number of Boons in your hand.

Card States

1.a. Revealing Your Story

Your Friends that are ready to act and Items that
are ready to be used are in a state that is called
the Ready state of cards. It is their normal state,
indicated by them being in a standing position
on the table. This is how they come into play.

To do this, the players both draw 2 cards from
each deck, one type at a time, in reverse order:
Location - Entity - Essence - Plot. They choose
one to use in their Story and discard the other.
Then they proceed to draw 2 cards of the next
type, etc. Place the four chosen cards next to
each other in their original order (Plot - Essence
- Entity - Location) so that they form a line, for
both players separately.

When a card becomes Exhausted, rotate it 90 degrees to the left.
An Exhausted card retains all its functions in its
text box, but it can’t become Exhausted again, so
if one of its abilities would require to Exhaust it,
you can’t use that until it’s Ready.

At this point, your Story is just a rumor yet, some
elements of this may turn out to be incorrect.
Still, this is something to start with.

Exhausted Friends can still use their abilities
that don’t require them to be exhausted. An Exhausted Friend can never take part in a Trial, unless an effect explicitly makes an exception.
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You may think of drawing the story cards as if
asking around: “Is there any place where there
are problems?” (draw the Location card.) “What
causes the problem there?” (draw the Entity
card.) etc.

When you take a Friend, add that Friend to your
company. Immediately after doing so, check
your Focus limit. If the sum of the Focus value of
your Friends in your company now exceeds your
Focus limit (which is in default 15), you now have
to discard immediately Friends so that you end
up inside your limit. You are free to discard any
Friend, even if you’ve just taken him this round.

After this, both players receive a number of
Dream tokens from the bank. In the first round,
this means 10 Dream tokens, in further rounds,
it means only 4.
If you don’t have any Dream tokens and it’s your
turn to elect a Friend for bidding, you can still
elect a Friend, but you can’t name an amount to
1.b. Bidding on Friends
bid. What happens now is this: your opponent
can decide to either take that Friend for 2 Dream
In the Preparations step, 4 Friends have already
tokens without bidding, or instead he may choose
been revealed and placed so that both players
to take 1 Dream token for himself from the bank,
can read their text properly. Now it’s time for the
and let you take the selected Friend into your
players to choose who they take with themselves.
company for free.
Consider the Trials in your Story while doing so.

You may already have some Friends with you
from previous rounds by the time the bidding
starts, still, nothing stops you from assembling a
completely new company for the new adventure.

The players take turns alternating to make one
bid. The first to do so is the First player. The players bid in Dream tokens. This might be imagined
as a battle of willpower: the player who can control his dream more is going to affect the events
so that the given Dreamlands person decides to
join him instead of his opponent.

Alternatively, when it’s your turn to elect an
available Friend for bidding, you may decide to
buy a Boon instead. In this case, you have to pay
1 Dream to the bank and draw the topmost card
If a player sees a Friend among the revealed 4
of the Boon deck into your hand. At the same
that he would welcome in his company, he elects
time, you have to select an available Friend that
that Friend for a bid. As a starting bid, he may
is going to be discarded and replaced from the
call any amount of Dream tokens he is willing to
deck. Before discarding that Friend, your oppopay into the bank to have that Friend.
nent now has a chance to take that Friend into
(Note that you can’t bid for Friends that are alhis company for 1 Dream without bidding. If he
ready in a player’s company.)
doesn’t want to, the Friend becomes discarded
and replaced. Whatever he decides, it’s still his
His opponent then has the chance to name a
turn after this to elect an available Friend for
higher number. This goes back and forth until
bidding.
one of the players passes. The player who bid
highest pays the amount of Dream tokens into
A player can only choose to take a Boon instead
the bank and adds the Friend card to his comof bidding on a Friend up to twice per round.
pany. The loser doesn’t pay anything.

When it’s your turn to select a Friend, you may
also choose to pass. In this case it’s your opponent’s turn to elect a Friend for bidding. If both
If a player takes a Friend, reveal a new one from
players pass consecutively, this phase ends. Even
the top of the deck, so that there is always 4
if someone passes, he may bid the next time it’s
Friends to choose from during bidding. After a
his turn. But you need to be careful, because if
player took a Friend, it’s the other player’s turn
you pass only for tactical reasons and your oppoto select a displayed Friend and name an amount
nent passes too, you may end up with an incomfor bidding.
plete Company.
A player can’t bid an amount he does not own.
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Bidding on Friends ends when both players pass.
With this, the Preparation phase ends. At the end
of the Preparation phase discard all Friends that
remained revealed for bidding.

For example, your Story is “The Battle of the Unspeakable Abominations at Ishara”. You have 2
Scout Friends in your company. Let’s say you really don’t like the “Unspeakable” Essence card,
because it makes the Trials too difficult for you.
So for one of your Scout Friends, you reveal the
top of the Essence deck. It is the “Blasphemous”
Essence card. You think it is still too hard, so you
discard it. For your second Scout Friend, you reveal the “Cunning” Essence card. It would make
the Story a bit easier on you, so you decide to
discard the Unspeakable card from your story,
and replace it with Cunning. So your Story now
is “The Battle of the Cunning Abominations at
Ishara”. You don’t have any more Scouts left so
you can’t change it anymore.

Note: if at any time, a Story card or other effect
commands you to discard a Dream token but you
don’t have any, your opponent gains one instead.
However if you wish to spend a Dream token to
trigger an ability of a Friend or an Item but you
don’t have any, you simply can not trigger it.

2. On The Road
After you’ve prepared for your adventure by inviting Friends and getting some items and whatnot, it’s time to travel to the place where adventure awaits. But maybe you actually think that
your Story is far too dangerous for your company. Or on the contrary: you may think that your
Story is not much of a challenge, and you feel like
you could solve a much harder one, for greater
rewards. Luckily, in your dream, these things are
possible.

If you’d like to imagine what happens here thematically, you may say that your Scout Friend
goes ahead to Ishara to spy on those Abominations, and when he returns he assures you that
“they’re more like sort of cunning rather than really unspeakable.” Or if you change the Location
card, he may find no trace of the Abominations at
all, so he asks the locals, and they answer “What,
abominations, here? Haven’t seen any lately! You
probably think of those over there at Lomar!” Or
something along those lines. If some really weird
combination comes up, well, remember, it’s all
just a dream. That’s a pretty convenient explanation in this game for anything, isn’t it?

All you need to change your Story is Friends with
the Scout keyword.

2.a. Scouting

After both players have finished Scouting, this
phase ends.

So as previously mentioned, the Story you got
during Preparations is only just a rumor yet. You
may send some Friends ahead to confirm what’s
really going on and where exactly.
During this phase, once for each of your Friends
who has the Scout ability, you may reveal the top
card of any Story deck, and decide if you want to
exchange the revealed card for the corresponding card in your Story. If you don’t, just discard
the card you’ve revealed. If you do, discard the
card you want to exchange, and place the newly
revealed card in its place.
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3. Adventure

3.a. How This Phase Works

Let’s take a look at the image above to see how an
Adventure works.

As the first step of the Adventure phase, both
players (the Starting Player first) execute their
Location’s “When you arrive...” effect.

1. In the Preparations phase, you revealed your
Story in this order.

The players face Trials one by one, alternating
between each other. So after player A has faced
his first Trial, it’s player B’s turn to face his first
Trial, and so on. If a player has more Trials than
the other, he goes on facing Trials uninterrupted
after his opponent has faced all his Trials. The
First Player faces his first Trial first.

2. Your Plot card always contains 3 Trial.

3. The top purple line on your Essence card tells
you the Difficulties by Trial type (the appropriate
number is to the right of the colored ball). Lower
is easier. There may also be some effects or even
an additional Trial on your Essence card.

You have to follow the Trials of your Story in order, from left to right, from top to bottom. The
first trial of your Story is thus generally the topmost trial on your Plot card, and so on. If you
5. In the middle of your Location card you can feel the need to mark which Trials have already
see the region this place is in. This can tell if your been faced, place a token from the bank on their
Friends are at Home here.
colored line. Make sure you place Failure tokens
6. The Location card can contain many effects, in the illustrated top half of the card.
even a Trial. The “When you arrive” effect should
be executed before your very first Trial.
Any text you see on your Story cards affects only
7. The “Reward” effect of your Location card can you, and not your opponent.
4. The Entity makes completing the Adventure
harder. Your Friends with the Fierce keyword
can ignore its text. It may also contain a Trial.

be triggered if you have completed at least 3 Trials in your Story successfully.

After you finish all your Trials, if at least 3 of them
were successful, you gain the Rewards printed
on your Story’s Location card, if there’s any.

8. At the end of your Adventure the cards that
don’t have a Failure token on them can go into
your Victory Pile. The stars in their bottom right
corner tell you how many VP’s they are worth.

Then the players Evaluate their Story.

9. You have to face the Trials of your Story in this
order.

After that, the End of Round phase takes place.
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3.b. Trials

For example, the Trial is a green (mind) Intrigue
type trial. You roll a 4. The Difficulty is 2. The
A Trial is a colored line across a Story card, with sum of your participating Friends’ mind value is
an appropriately colored ball and a text. The text 7, so the Trial is a success. One of your participatinside the line is the “type” of the Trial. Its color ing Friend’s mind value is 4; he remains Ready.
tells you if it’s a Body (red), Mind (green) or Spir- The other Friend has a mind of 3: he becomes
it (blue) Trial. There are a few yellow Trials that Exhausted.
are special, see their instructions on the card.
In case of a Failure:
When you face a Trial, this is what you do:

Place a Dream token from the bank on the Story
card with the Trial. (This token is now called a
“failure token”.)

Choose any number of your Ready Friends to
participate in the Trial. Move them a bit apart
from the others, to indicate that they are facing
the Trial.

Then, check your participating Friends one by
one. If the unmodified Success Check die roll result is higher than a Friend’s corresponding ability value, that Friend becomes Lost. Otherwise,
leave the Friend Ready.

If you have at least 1 Ready Friend, you must
have at least 1 Friend participate in the Trial. You
had this thing coming, now there’s no way out.
If you don’t have any Ready Friends when you
face a Trial, then you may skip it completely. In
this case, still place a Failure token on the Trial’s
card (see later), furthermore, add 1 token to the
Nightmare (also see later).

After this, play proceeds to the next Trial.

Once you have selected all Friends who are going to participate in the Trial, take a deep breath
and roll the 6 sided die once. This is the Success
Check die roll. Leave the die as it is: you will need
to see later the unmodified number you rolled.

Fierce: If at least one Fierce Friend is participating in a Trial, ignore the text (not the Trial) on
your Story’s Entity card. If an Entity limits who
can participate in a Trial, you may disregard that
too if you select at least one Fierce Friend.

Find the appropriately colored ball of the Trial
on the Essence card, and see the Difficulty of it
next to it, to the right. (It’s generally 1-4.) Add
this value to the die roll.

Nightmare: If there’s a Nightmare going on
while your Friends are facing a Trial (see later),
the Difficulty of that Trial is increased.

3.c. Keywords and Modifiers
Things to look out for during a Trial:

Home: Lower the Difficulty of a Trial by 1 for each
participating Friend who has the same Home as
the Story’s Location.

Now add together the appropriate values of your
participating Friends’ abilities (ie. if it was a green
(mind) Trial, add the participating Friends’ mind
values together). If this sum is equal to or higher
than the die roll modified by the Difficulty, then
the Trial is a Success. Otherwise, it’s a Failure.

In case of a Nightmare, first increase the Difficulty, then decrease it for Friends at Home.
The Difficulty can never be lower than 0.

In case of a Success:

At the end of a Trial, things to look out for:

Check your participating Friends one by one.
If the unmodified Success Check die roll result
is higher than a Friend’s corresponding ability
value, Exhaust that Friend. Otherwise, leave the
Friend Ready.

Tough: If a Tough Friend participated in a Successful Trial and he became Exhausted as the
result of the Success Check roll, by spending 1
Dream to the bank you may turn him Ready.
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Inventive: for each of your Inventive Friends that
have participated in a Successful Trial, you gain 1
Dream token from the bank.

However, there may be more than one Failure
tokens on your Plot card, since it has 3 Trials.
This is what you have to do in this case:

Important: any effect that increases a Friend’s
abilities or lowers the Trial’s Difficulty must be
triggered before you roll the die (unless the effect
says explicitly otherwise).

There can be only one Failure token left on your
Plot card. If there are more than one tokens on
it, you must take a token from it and place it onto
one of your Story cards that a.) doesn’t already
have a Failure token on it and b.) is worth at least
1 Victory Point. You have to repeat it until there
is only one Failure token left on your Plot card. If
you are out of options to move excess Failure tokens because all Story cards have a Failure token
on them, only then you are allowed to leave more
than one tokens on the Plot card.

If an effect refers to the result of a die roll, see
the unmodified die roll result (without adding
the Difficulty or anything).

3.d. Lost Friends
If one of your Friends becomes Lost, you have to
discard him and any Item he was wielding.

When this is done, take those Story cards that
don’t have a Failure token on them (and are
worth at least 1 VP) and move them to your VicIf a Friend becomes Lost during a Trial, discard
tory Point pile. Then discard the remaining Story
him only after the Trial is completely finished.
cards. Move the Failure tokens back to the bank.
He may still use his abilities until that.
In the rare case when there are only the Plot’s 3
Trials in your Story in total, and you have failed
all 3 Trials: you must discard all 4 Story cards
even though there are only 3 tokens to distribute
among them.

You may imagine this as if the Trial turned out
to be quite fatal for him: perhaps he simply got
killed, or maybe imprisoned, or gone insane, you
may make something up as the Story suggests.
This Friend can still show up unexpectedly during your dream, after you reshuffle the Friends
deck. Some cool story can be imagined to explain
this turn of events too.

Your Victory Point pile is just a small deck of
cards you should keep somewhere near your
play area. Both you and your opponent are free
to look at the cards in your Victory Point pile at
If a card effect directly tells you to “discard” a
any time.
Friend, that Friend does not count as being Lost.
You still need to discard his Item though.
Although this process can be made simultaneously, if the players want to ensure fairness, the
Add 1 token to the Nightmare each time one of
First Player should evaluate his story first, then
your Friends becomes Lost. (Read more about
his opponent, to check if everything’s done right.
Nightmare later.) If you lose more than 1 Friend
in one Trial, it counts as adding more than one
Nightmare tokens at the same time.

4. End of Round

3.e. Evaluate Your Story

After both Stories have been evaluated, the round
is about to end. You can trigger any “at the end of
After all players have completed all their Trials
the round” effects now.
(successfully or not), executed any “After your
last trial...” and “Reward” effects, the Evaluation
There are only two things to do in this phase:
of your Story can begin.
first, turn all your Friends and Items Ready.
Then, check if there is a Nightmare going on.
Look at the Failure tokens on your Story cards.
You will not be able to take a Story card into your
Victory Point pile if there is a Failure token on it.
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4.a. Nightmare
Sometimes your dream may turn into a nightmare, there is nothing unusual about that.
The difference between a normal dream and a
Dreamlands dream is, that if one dreamer has a
nightmare, it becomes a nightmare for everyone.
The Nightmare counter is on the other side of
the player aid. There are 6 empty spaces on it
to place dream tokens onto. If any player places
the 5th token onto this Nightmare track, in game
terms: a Nightmare occurs. Note that both players use the same track.
The Nightmare starts with a number of tokens
already on it each turn. At the beginning of the
first turn, place 1 token on the Nightmare. The
2nd turn should start with at least 2 Nightmare
tokens, the 3rd with 3, the 4th with 4. If there
are less tokens on the Nightmare at the start
of the turn, fill it up from the bank. If there are
more, don’t remove any. Exception: if there was
a Nightmare at the end of the round, discard all
tokens from the Nightmare track, The Nightmare does not continue into the next round.
You have to place a dream token onto the Nightmare track generally in two cases:
- If a player has to face a Trial but he doesn’t have
any Ready Friends, he must place a token onto
the Nightmare track
- If a Friend of any player becomes Lost, place a
token onto the Nightmare track.
If you place a dream token onto the Nightmare,
it is then referred to as a Nightmare token.
While there are 5 tokens on the Nightmare track,
“it is a Nightmare”. It is possible that while there
are 5 Nightmare tokens, a player removes one or
more from the track: in this case, it is no longer a
nightmare. If after this, a 5th Nightmare token is
placed again, a Nightmare occurs again.
The Nightmare makes Trials harder.
- If there are 5 Nightmare tokens, increase the
Difficulty of all Trials by 1.
- If there are 6 Nightmare tokens, increase the
Difficulty of all Trials by 2 (instead of 1).

If the Nightmare is increased by more than 1 at
the same time, and it was not a Nightmare yet, it
can not go above 5. It has to be already a Nightmare when you add further tokens in order to
move it up to 6. For example: two of your Friends
are Lost in a single Trial and the Nightmare is at
4. In this case, only add 1 token and the Nightmare stops at 5 for now.
Optional rule: Milder Nightmare
To make the game easier, Nightmare only occurs
at 6. This increases the Difficulty by 1. In this
case the 5th space has no special rules at all.

Winning The Game
After the end of the 4th round, the game ends. All
that is left is counting Victory Points and finding
out who won the game. To do this, the players
need to add up their VP’s in this manner:
If you have any Friends in your company that are
worth Victory Points, add those to your total.
Then, spread out the cards in your Victory Point
pile. Those cards that have 1 star in their bottom
right corner are worth 1 VP, those that have 2 are
worth 2 VPs. Add these all up to your total.
Then separate the Story cards in your VP pile by
the type of Trials on them. Try to find groups of
3 cards that show the same type of Trial. (Note
that type means the text (ie. Wisdom), not the
color.) Since plots have 3 Trials, they can be used
in more than one trios. For each type of trial that
you have at least 3 of in your VP pile, you gain 1
additional VP. Gold colored Trials serve as
Jokers regardless of their text. For example, if you have 3 Investigation Trials, it’s worth
1 additional VP for you. After all, people spread
the word about you approvingly: “That one sure
can investigate!” so your fame becomes really
unstoppable.
After both players have added all this up, the
player who has the most Dream tokens at the
end of the game, gets 2 additional VPs. This also
serves as the tiebreaker.

And that’s it: the one with the most VPs wins and
becomes king of Celephais. It’s really something
If there is a Nightmare at the end of the round, that guarantees sweet dreams to you, even if you
both players suffer a heavy penalty: they must are just a forlorn accountant in the waking world.
discard Friends down to a Focus Limit of 7.
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An Example Story And Other Cards:
The Wrath of the Nameless Horror at the Court of Ilek-Vad

(Cards: Plot - Essence - Entity - Location
Friend - Friend - Item - Deed)
Disclaimer: This is only a beta version of this game
for testing purposes only. All images are used without any permission. (In any case, hats off to these
great artists!) However I’d like this game to eventually have its own original art in the finalized version.
So if you can contribute with any artwork from your
portfolio, please write me. I’m afraid I can’t pay since this is a free Print and Play game - but apart
from having my sincere gratitude, your name will of
course appear on the bottom of the card.

On the game’s BGG page you can find variants that
make the game playable with 3 players or even solo.
If you have any further ideas for variants, don’t hesitate to share them!
http://www.boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/135192/
dreamlands-adventures
This is a Beta test version. If you have questions or
any kind of comment or feedback (thanks very much
in advance!), please write to:
dreamlands.cardgame@gmail.com
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Dream tokens /
Nightmare track

Player A’s Friends & Story /
Player B’s Story & Friends

Friends for
bidding

Decks

Discard

Looking at the table during the first Preparations phase

